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What a Deal !  
Unlimited Classes only $180/Dancer 

Family Discount 20% on total.
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Summer Dance Tuition 2022 
4 Wks: July 11 - Aug. 5 

 4 Classes $65,  8 Classes $125, 
12 Classes or more only $180 

Register on line: www.isabellesdancetime.com



Descriptions for Summer Dance Classes  

Open Level ballet:  Beginners or coming back to ballet. Focusing on technique, flexibility, musicality. 


Intermediate/Advanced Ballet:  Intermediate to pre-professional dancer. Focusing on proper alignment 
and technique while executing strength, flexibility, and attention to detail in movement. 


Beginning pointe:  This class is by teacher approval. This is for dancers who have never been on pointe 
but will be in the fall. This class will teach the dancers care for feet and pointe shoes, and will give a first 
introduction to dancing in pointe shoes. Teacher and students will schedule an appointment to buy pointe 
shoes before the first class.


Advanced Pointe:  This class is for current dancers who have had at least a year of pointe training.The 
focus is on clarity and strength of our Pointe work, while exploring variations and classical repertoire. 
Teachers will need to evaluate students before acceptance into the class. 


Intermediate/Advanced Contemporary:  Floor-work, expansion of movements, dynamic rhythms, 
exploring the limits of the body and creating  new ways to move and be moved. 


Intermediate/Advanced Jazz:  Styles you will learn; Traditional, Jazz Ethnic, Modern and Funk. 


Open Level Jazz:   All levels of experience, come Jazz it up! This is a great class to get your first Jazz 
experience or for the experienced to come boogie down and Level up.

Street:  (10 & up) Hip Hop, Breakdancing and popping and locking.


Beginning Tap:  Learn basic tap steps. Find your groove making sounds with your tap shoes.


Open Level Tap: (12 years & up) beg/inter level. Freshen up those tap skills and learn new skills


Partnering:  Experience dancing with fellow students. Different styles of partnering each week. Do not 
need a partner for this class.


Latin Party Movement:  Fun, medium impact, max party workout! Awesome warm down included.


DTTC: “Dance Time Theater Company” class is by audition only.  Require 4 additional technical 
classes per week. 

Pilates:  Pilates focuses on strengthening the body with an emphasis on core strength. This helps to 
improve general fitness and overall well-being. We will combine some yoga poses and meditation to enrich 
the whole mind and body. 


Choreographer’s Workshop: This workshop is a comprehensive study that will aid all who are interested 
in choreographing and give students tools for success, whether you have experience or if you are even 
curious about choreographing. 


THERE IS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE THIS SUMMER!!!!


